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Plate I Pupils preparing movable service umil for science lesson.



Tia s_ man , in the Asian Region, especially in

the rural roas, is such that, were separate laboratories for
physics, chemIstrv and biology to be provided, they would be
grossly under-utilized. In such cases, one laboratory is usually
sufficient to science teaching and learning in all three fields.
nowever, the rricula of maav States, especially at the lower

second-level of education, include a subject known as General
Science, Science or in the case of one country, Integrated
S_cience. These various titles usually indicate the inclusion in

the curricula of material from the fields of biology, physics and
chemistry, w'iich may be taught either consecutively or as concept
arls in which a topic such as heat is dealt with in its physi-
cal, biological andchemical contexts.

This pape describes spaces suitable for the multi-purpose
of all of tne above science activities at the lower second level
of education. As is the practice in many of the Institute's
papers, it has been felt more useful to discuss the general as-
pects of the problem and to descritie how the principles estab-
lished are applied to situations in the Region. The two case

studies described here relate to the lower second-level science
curricula of Ceylon and the Integrated Science curriculum of

Malaysia. The Governments of both countries have been suffi-
ciently interested in the idoas expressed to nllow the Institute
to try them oet in full scale laboratories. In Ceylon, a labora-
tory has already been furnished in n standard building and is
currently under study to determine to what extent the criteria
for design are valid and in what ways the teachers and children
respond to the new environment provided. The Malaysian iabora-
tory, also in a standard school, is presently under construction
and will be similarly studied when it is occupied. The institute
is grateful to the respective Governments for their collabora-
tion, the results of which will be reported in a separate paper

at the conclusion of the field trials.
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SU!1MARV

Thc 5ize Lf ma. ay schools in the Asian Region, especially in

rural area,- is such that were separate laboratories for

chemistry biology to be provided, they would be grossly un-

der-utilized. In sueh cases, one laboratory is usually suffi-

cient for s"icic reaching and learning in all three fields.

However, the curricula of many States, especially at lower

second-level, include a subject known as General Science or lust

Science. This subject includes contents from biology, physics

and chemistry, which may be taug'at either consecutively or as

concept areas in which a topic such as heat is dealt with in its

physical, biological or chemical context. For the purposes of

this paper, spaces for this type of learning are called Inter=

'

The dea gn of science teaching spaces for both of the situ-

ati ns outlined above presents many common problems which are

best bcought out through the media of case studies for particular

situations. This indicates a design approach adopted for situa-

ions in two countries. A similar approach can be used for other

similar situations, although the sclution may be different. The

cases considered are the design of n Integrated Science labora-

tory in an area of its own for Malaysia (I), and of a Multi-

Science laboratory for Ceylon (II) where it is proposed to use a

section of a typical hall-type school for science teaching at

lower seoond-level.

The solution of Case I is for a more sophisticated situa-

tion where fixed services will be provided. These have been in-

stalled in fixed Nnits located strategically in the laboratory.

The woLk tables are movable.

A solution f Case II includes a storage unit made of pre-

fabricated wooden elements which, placed strategically in the

open hall building, serves, besides its storing function, as a

room divider and as a chalk-pinup board. The transport of equip-

ment between the storage unit and the work stations is facilita-

ted by the use of mobile service units which can be attached to

the work tables in different positions. No fixed services are

needed or provided.

The approaches in both Case Studies came .about Ihrough ana-

lysis of needs resulting from a study of i-iaching method, avail-

able equipment and schemes of work.

9 ix
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The Institute has already published studies on the design of
lower second-level laboratories for chemistry, physics and bio-

logy teaching. This study deals with the design of laboratories
for the same level of education but in which all three sciences
may be taught in one form or another. Whilst separate labora-

tories for each field of science teaching and learning are no
doubt convenient, the demand, especially in the ruralareas of
Asia, is for a single, inexpensive space in which the children of
smaller schools can have the same opportun ies for _seience
learning as other children who are fortunate enough to attend the
larger and usually better equipped urban schools.

Few education authorities can effort to build teaching

spaces that are not economically used. Utilization of teaching
spaces varies, depending on their function. One hundred per cent

utilization ean be expected of the normal classroom. Workshop

and laboratories, on the other hand, are normally not used for
more than from 80 to 90% of the week as, between periods, there

is a need for cleaning up and preparation for the next lesson.
Assuming that the economic use of a laboratory is to be it more
than 80Z, it is possible through a study of the curr_ ale for
science teacling in the countries of the Asian Region, to deter-

mine the needs for accommodation in relation to enrolment pat-

terns. Obviously, a aingle stream school, that is, a school with
only one elase group or section of each grade, will require less
accommodation than a two or three stream school with two or three
teaching groups or sections per erade.

le I, shows the labor :tory needs for different situa-
It assumes a maximum u- qization of 40 periods per week

,ind an econemic utilizatioo of 0% or 32 periods.
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Some comment is necessary on columns (vii), (ix) and (x) of
Table T. It will be noted that for all countries only one lab-
oratory is required for each single stream school (column viii).
In fpct the utilization will in most cases, be substantially less
than the 80% mentioned above. In The Republic of Korea and Cam-
bodia, the utilization will be only 30%, whilst in eight other
countr es, it will only be 40%.V Afghanistan and Burma would make
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60% use of a single laboratory whilst Ceylon would slightly over-
utilize at 100%. (In such a case, a small, carefully selected

portion of the syllabus could be taught in an ordinary classroom),

For two stream schools, only Afghanistan, Burma, Ceylon, In-

donesia, Mongolia and the Philippines need two laboratories

whilst, even with two streams, ,the remaining countries would
still be makirg less than economic use of a single laboratory.

Where there are three streams, Ceylon and Indonesia would

require three laboratories and thus could economically provide

separate facilities for chemistry, physics and biology teaching.
Some countries, however continue to require only one laboratory,
and four of the nineteen countries, even with three streams in

their schools, need only one teaching space for science.

It is clear from the foregoing, that the old con_eption, .

still common in a few count ies of the Region, that a separate

laboratory is needed for each of the three sciences, is not valid
on the basis of economic use of the capital invested in build-

ings. It may be a valid conception in relation to the teaching
needs and it is one of the purposes of this paper to explore this
point and toLshow whether or not a laboratory can be designed to
provide for these needs in a atngle space.

A furLher and final conclusion thatcan be 'd ewn from the

study of the present position in the Region is that when there is
uneconomical use of teaching spaces, there is also likely to be

uneconomical use of scarce science teachers. The need for a

single laboratory in which to teach all three sciences has also

to be matched by a teacher able to perform the function of a

multi-science teacher. The situation thus has implications for
teacher training as well as for building design.

APPROACH TO THE LABORATORY DESIGN PROBLEM

The st y that follows is divided into two parts: The fIrst

deals with the analytical phase of the design process and ita

content is, to some extent, relevant to the analysis of any de-
sign problem, although in this case it has, of course, a science
laboratory flavour. The second part identifies to what extent

organizational factors are likely to influence the design in the

case of multi-science and integrated science laboratories. The

second part in fact relates the initial analysis to the specific

13
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laboratory design problem and applies it to two design situations

the one, multi-science laboratory design for Ceylon, the other
integrated'science laboratory design for Malaysia. In the second
part, the general factors established in the analysis are ordered

to give them weight in relation to their importance in the two

situations under study. Subsequently, the weight factors form
the basis of translation into architectural languages

4,
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PAR1 ! !AtiY LIFLLIEkiCiiVG SC1ENCE LAISORATORY VES1GN

A princ once said, "Don't make the furniture too com-

fortable because the students might fall asleep". Probably, at

some time or other, students had fallen asleep during his lessons
and he may have thought the reason for this was the excessively

comfortable furniture. Others might think that a laboratory

should be designed to be as comfortable as possible in order to
provide the maximum convenience in use.

There are tWo aspects of comfort, the physical and the psy-

chological. it is the author's opinion that a physically comfor-

table laboratory is a pre-requisite to the establishment of the
frame of mind in which the stpdent is ready to learn. Discomfort

impedes learning and the impedance increases as the lesson pro-
ceeds with increasing difficulty in retaining interest in experi-
ments-or in listening to the teacher. What has to be remembered

_is that, in mosi situations, the laboratory is being used by an

average teacher and by students, many of which are not highly

motivated towards science learning. Comfort, in such a case, is

likely to be of greater significance than may be thought.

Physical C&11rOrL involves the provision of enough light to

see the chalkboard, !-(i write and to work easi y; it involves ease

of movement, ease of sitting etc. The criter a for comfort, will

be established in the following sections.

The

The range of the students using the laboratories, which

form the subject of this study, is from about 13 to 15 years.
Their mean standing heights are as follows:-

Age 13 years - 141 cm.
14 years - 146 cm.
15 years - 151 cm.

The 14 year old has been selected as the "design student" for

purposes of sizing the furniture, fittings and building details

of the laboratories.

5



3. The Student and the Laboratory Bench

The most critical aspect of laboratory design is the height
of the working surface above floor level. This is somewhat dif-

ficult to define as, for part of the time the student will be
sitting to work and, for the rest of the time, standing.

IMPORTANT MEASUREMENTS
FOR CONVENIENT SITTING

fig.1

The most convenient
height for standing work,
in respect of the 14 year
old "design student" is

61cm. The design solu7
tion (to this problem) is
to provide a chair or

stool, the height of

which makes sitting at

the 76cm high bench most

comfortable. A stool to
meet this need will have
its seat at 55cm above
floor level and will be
provided with a foot rest
at 15cm. above the floor.
An alternative foot rest

should also be provided

under the bench so that

the student may adopt an
alternative position for
the legs when tbe use of
the stool rest becomes

tiresome. Figure 1, ill-
ustrates these points.

A further and important aspect of laboratory bench design

that is frequently overlooked is the need for provision of free

knee space between the top of the seat and the underside of the

bench top. This space should be such as to allow the sttidene

easily to move to different sitting positions. This requires the

bench top to be kept as thin as possible and supporting members

either of very small dimensions or located well back from the

bench front, leaving free space for the knees.

Where the laboratory is used for a substantial amount of

lecture and demonstration work by the teacher, as well as experi-
mental work by the students, then back rests to stools will be

6
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found L) contribute substantially to comfort. -However, experi-

ence of prototype stools designed in the Institute and used in
laboratories where the bulk of the work comprises student experi-

ments, suggests that the back of the stool impeCc mv:ement and

stools without backs are preferred by students.

The final consideration
in designing the shape of the

laboratory bench is the area

of working surface to be pro-

vided. This is governed by

two factors. First, the reach-
ing capacity of the student
and, secondly, the size of the
experiments to be made. The

second consideration need not

concern us here as, whatever

area is finally selected us-

ing the first criterion can

be made to meet the second by

joining benches together so

that, for example, optical ex-
periments that may require two
or three.metres of bench length
can be easily carried out.

Measurements . of 'seated

14 years old students show that
the length of bench that can be
used is about 60 cm. This

length permits of notetaking or
writing. Fifteen centimetres
should be left between one student and the next for "elbow room".

The design student, leaning forward and reaching out from the

stool can conveniently handle apparatus up to a distance of 50cm

away from the bench edge. The same student standing can reach

apparatus at a distance of 58cm. comfortably. The limit of reach

for seated students is 63cm and for standing students, 84cm. 'The

possibilities are illustrated diagrammatically in Figure 2.

..mmum. il
11
IMPP'

v.-

EN

1

,
. , ,,. II__.

A SITTIn3 POI CONVENIENT

-al- MAMMUM

STANDING

LIMITS OF REACH AT
LABORATORY BENCH

fig. 2

Studen_ and Storage

From the foregoing section, it will have been concluded that

the student's bench is an unsuitable place for storage. . The

space beneath the bench is left free for knee and leg movement

17
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and the surfne it, for working. StoLaa sheiviag hat; thub, to be
located alrewhere in the laboratory, Tha most obvious places for
this are fhe walls. It locating sto age anits on walls, however,
account will have-to he taken of the need for chalk and pin-up
boards, ventilation openings 4nd doors. indeeo, in hot, humid
climates, where both the external van and th2 wall facivg it are
open to provide the ventilation needed for thermal coor'ort, the
only vertics1 war:aces available for storage are usually the
cross walls, Ther i3 n tomptation in cue: rasrtete cooditions
to provide s'xi-ege shilvoa eapbra which arn ±ther too low
or too high 410-,: couvetient usi. ',Tie solution to this problem
(which is discul:sed more fully holo74) is in the 1;rovision of a
storage room or nil bot the most commonly used items thich are
kept in EtltG citIler on movable trolleys o, in units con-
veniently r: 1s level in tho laboratory

CONVENIEN1
AT 1-1 E 12/75

!NG

thaq, are the con-
venient heights ebove.flooz level
for storage shelves Piret, the
iteo sleoula be eas7 to see stand-
ing, seconi17, it r,et he ensily
reache4 casily
lifted from the ceives. At
1C0cm. a:)e
it will just ha poseil,le to reach
en 1.em ea a shelf, it ern only
be lifted off the r'v,lf if it is
light aad enr_17 't6 grip. At
shoulder level it will be possi-
ble to retrizve it:e-.1 from a

shelf 50cm. deep. Items stored
below 39cm. above 2lco7 level
will riluire bvbctentially more

tu ':he need

to bind,
slightlr h

na:1 ored

These factors have all'been
consIre n Fimre 3 which in-
dicatcs (in tho (Inflamed area)
the rst cor.verLent zone for
storage. What ,3ort of itamn
should be stored in the labora-
tory on wall shelves is consider-
ed below in the section on equip-
ment and storege.





The S ovin Around th- Labor

The character of school work today is .more informal and

flexible than it used to be. In science teaching and learning in

particular students move about much more as activities change,

often during one period in the laboratory from group work to dis-
cussion to short demonstration and so on. The design of the lab-

oratory must be such as to facilitate this movement. Figure 4

indicates some significant minimum dimensions in this respect.

In addition to providing space for movement, however, it is

also important to avoid the long, narrow passages between rows of
fixed benches that are. so characteristic of traditional labora-

tories and so inhibiting to easy movement. Figure 5 suggests how
bench arrangements can permit of easier movement in a modern lab-
oratory.

dlimimpos.

bad good

_
EASE OF MOVEMENT IN THE LABORATORY

fig. 5

Laboratory work, however, includes a number of fine tasks

such as dissection (in biology), magnetism and weightng (in phy-

sics and chemistry) and colour discrimination (in chemistry).

These finer tasks require more light than would be necessary for
reading and writing. It is recommended therefore, that the gen-

eral level of illumination in a laboratory should be such that

it is possible to obtain substantially higher illumination levels
by moving nearer to windows where levels of 500 lux should be

easy to obtain. 150 lux is an adequate illumination levelfor
the rest of the space. The Institute's School Building Digest

No.9 shows methods of calculating window sizes to give predeter-
mined illumination levels in laboratories.

10
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B. SCIENCA ED/IC/111-0:

"If you give a man a fish, he will eat once. If you teach
a man to fish,he will eat for the rest of his life". (Kauan-tzu,
Chinese Philosopher, 3-4th eent.B )

eral

One of the first questions to be asked by a designer of a
laboratory is, "What is the purpose and function of the room
The answer might be, "The laboratory is a place in which students
are supposed to learn and to develop certain attitudes and apti-
tudes 1:a relation to science. The aims and objectives of science
teaching and learning are set out in the curriculum which may be
elaborated in detail schemes of work and possibly supported by
textbooks". As far as laboratory design is concerned, the reali-
zation of science teaching and learning involves the following_
considerations:

?rzcticaL Work

An important activity in the laboratory is practical work by
the students. In the general purpose laboratory, this will be,
somewhat naturally, more varied than in specialised laboratories
for physics, chemitry or biology. Activities may include:-

- individual work or work in small groups involving
perhaps, microscopes;

- work in larger groups on mechanics experiments'
- chemical experiments requiring heat and water;
- physical experiments requiring electricity;
- dissection work requiring very good illumination;
- mechanical, experiments such as the triangle of

forces for which lower illumination levels will
suffice;

- lengthy experiments such as the growing of plants;
- short experiments such as the explosion of a bal-

loon;
- balance work and optical experiments requiring

stable surfaces;
- free-standing exercises requiring floor space,

such as experiments in centrifugal force.

Obviously the spaces provided for such a wide range of acti-
. _ties need to be designed very carefully and an inherent charac-
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teristic of the design solution must be flexibility to allow the
adaptation of the laboratory for the needs of each different type
of experimental activity.

and

Whilst most activit_es follow the patterns set out in the
schemes of wrk, exceptionally able or advanced students are
often encouraged to extend their understanding of various sec-
tions of the syllabus by working on their own. Often this sort
of student will return to the laboratory to continue work after
school hours. Some space should be provided in the laboratory by
the designer for these students. They will usually be few in
number and the space may be small. Its provision is, however,
important.

4. Scienee C

One of che ways of encouraging interest in science is
through science clubs. Clubs permit the student to interest him-
self, either individually or as a member of a small group, in as-
pects of science for which time is not available during the nor-
mal science periods. The main impact of club activities on lab-
oratory design is in the need for separate storage. Case Study I
indicates a solution to this problem.

5._Group _Sf aes

Many factors determine the number of students working to-
gether as a group on a single experiment. Although education
should be directed towards the individual, one of the best ways
of doing this may be through discussion with and learning from
peers. Moreover, ability to work in a group is itself one of the
desired outcomes of the education process. Much work has been
done on the psychology of working in groups and it will be suffi-
cient for the present purpose to say that groups of up to about
ten in number pose no ,special problems. The importance of group
work in many countries springs, however, not only from education-
al considerations but also from the need to share scarce equip-
ment between several students. (There is often not enough equip-
ment for individual work to allow the student to study profitably
on his own.)

The general conclusion that is drawn from the foregoing is
that the design of the laboratory should be such as to permit

12



working in groups of various sizes. Different situations will

result In different numbers in the groups and this, as is shown
later, has an effect on the design of work stations in the labor-
atory.

6 pcmo

Whilst there is a trend towards increasing the amount of

practical work to be done by the students, demonstrations of se-

lected material by the teacher will continue to play a signifi-

cant part in the total learning process. There may also be other

reasons for demonstrations by the teacher such as when there is

an element of danger in the experiment or when a particularly
delicate or expensive piece of equipment is involved.

Normally, however, a demonstration may be given either to

.prepared the students for a subsequent experiment that they

themselves undertake, or in recapitulation and reinforcement of

work that the students have already completed.

Urhatever the case, the designer must ensure that the demon-

stration cen easily be seen and the closer the view the better.
Some solutions to this problem are suggested in Figure 6.

7, Teachor Work Station

There is no real need for a fixed and separate demonstration
table as demonstrations can easily be given on one of the student

benches. The teacher does need, however, a place to prepare and

to mark students' work. This teacher's work station should be in
the laboratory and in such a position that a good view can be ob-

tained of all student activities. There is no longer any need,

at least from a functional view-point, to locate the teacher's

table nt the front of the laboratory as was the practice in tra-
ditional Jaboratory design of the past. Indeed, the role of the
teacher as a coworker rather than a men or makes it important to
locate him ameng,rather than in front of and above, the children.

8._Teacht_ng_Aids

The most important_aid in the laboratory continues to be the
chalkboard which is used for tables, diagrams, and the like.

There are, it is true, other devices, such as the overhead pro-

jector, which are almost equally useful, but they require power

and are much more expensive than chalkboards to buy.

13
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For the Asian Region,
for some while to come,
the chalkboard will thus
continue in common use.

What is important is that
chalkboards should be pro-
vided of sizes and in

positions where they will
be of the greatest value.
The demonstration area

clearly requires a board

WINS
12 6.CMS

13CMS

54.IN9

79.
2.0

62.CMS

24JNS

IN

M.

and Figure 7 shows suit- CHALK BOARD FORable minimum sizes and
heights.

In science teaching
and learning, however,
where the teacher is fre-
quently working-among the
students at their labora-
tory tables, chalkboards

can usefully be fixed at strategic points around the teaching

space for intermittent use in discussing a point. Where doors

are flush panelled, for example, they can be painted with chalk-
board or other matt paint and provide good surfaces for writing
or sketching. Flush cupboard doors are also useful in the same
way.

SECOND LEVEL SCHOOLS
fig. 7

Science teaching makes considerable use of prepared charts

and drawings of plants, animals, periodic tables and the like.
Rails for hanging this material should be provided in as many
places as possible in the laboratory. Part of the area near the
chalkboard, if fini0ed in softboard, will also suit this purpose
admirably.

heat and eletri

Water and waste liquids

Running water from a tap is no doubt, the most convenient
form in which this particular service can be introduced into a
laboratory. The difficulty with piped water supplies is that
they are fixed in position. The fixing of a service runs counter
to modern ideas of teaching and learning which demand flexibility
in the laboratory. Two solutions to this problem are in use. The

first is the location of the water outlets and sinks around the

laboratory perimeter from which the students can collect and

15
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ater to their work stat ion which can itself be a movable
lel:. ':ceondly, a fow small isolated bollards at which water,
clriciiv and gas are available, can be fixed at rategic
;-Ls Cae 1n rat rv floor and the movable benches arrang-
as ,i!red round them.

1,1:; of teach lug schemes may suggest, however, that the re-
qu 1 rencuts for water are of ton very much less than might be

1110t. including an altowanco for washing up after experiments,
schemes for chemistry in one country of the Region,
was found to be the maximum requirement for a group of

five students For an entire-term. Clearly there is no prima
facie case to be made for piping water to a laboratory with such
a small cons mption. Two or 3 litre aspirators, filled from time
to rit710 from a convenient well or other clean source, will pro-
vide a!1_ the water that is needed in that particular si uation.

cL elusion concerning water supply is very important
for ho Region in which there are a very large number of rural
school_ with no piped water and in which also the cost of an in-
stallation would often be sufficiently high to prohibit the
teaehtng of science, !!ere there no alternative sources of supply.

Much thc same reasonine can be applied to the problem of
drainage of laboratory wastes from sinks. Fixed sinks and drain-
agP are a restricting factor in a laboratory for which flexibili-
ty it7 a major design criterion and, moreover, are expensive.

c:t11 he demonstrated, by studying of teaching schemes
t! La real consumption of water is small, then a simple plas-
tic howl is a good substitute for a ceramic fixture. Waste water
from the howl can he thrown out into a convenient drain at the
end of every da . (Plate If)

7

A spirit lamp is a oonvenient and adequate tool for heating
a test tube ',there snppliee of spirit are readily avaikable,
(111,;;:e H-1). Where they are not, then a small primus stove can
ho 11;ziod for he ting both test tubes and beakers. (Plate IV) The
hunsen :wrner is, of course much more convenient than either a
lamp or a primus stove. Fuel for a hunsen bUrner is, however,
Lilt; m;u problem. Where !iis is not available, then a type of
burner fed under pressure by methylated spirits from a container
hui' iligh on the wall is one solution, whilst another is the use

y,=; efloratur or of bottled gas. Town supnlies of gas are
be very rarely available in the Region.



Plate 2 Portable sink avoids expensive fixed water connections.
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Plate 3 A spirit lamp is convenient for heating test tubes.

Plate 4 A primus stove provides more heat.
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Where electricity is available and not gas then small im-
mersion heaters can be used for beakers. The difficulty of pro-
viding a suitable heat source in a rural situation is, as will be
seen from the above,very considerable. The introduction of semi-
micro chemistry has much to recommend it if only for the reason,
that all heating can be arranged with a small spirit lamp.

EZe

As with gas the water supply, perhaps the " first and most im-
portant enquiry to be made by the designer is, to what extent the
facility is used. Very little electrical power is needed for che-
mistry and biology teaching and learning and, moreover, its use
is infrequent. Physics of which the study of electrical phenomena
forms a major part, has an obvious and greater need for this ser-
vice in the laboratory. Even so, for lower secondary education
there are very few experiments indeed that cannot be satisfact-
orily carried out with dry cells or accumulators. These can, be-
cause they are portable, be located at any convenient place in

the laboratory and are easily recharged in areas where motor
vehicles normally operate. There is virtually no case to be made
for the installation of electric mains power in laboratories of
the type under discussion in this paper and, indeed, mains power
is not only unnecessary, but can be dangerous.

10. AOZiitIMO- auci tu SLoraqe

There are three quest ons that have to be considered in con-
nec ion with the design of storage facilities for laboratories:-

i) What is to be stored?
ii) Where are items to be stored?

iii) How ate items to be stored?

The main items to be stored are, of course, those required
for demonstration by the teacher and experimental work by the
students. Most education authorities have standard lists of
equipment needed and supplied for science teaching. There Ls
often a difference, which varies from country to country, between
the ideal lists and the equipment actually provided. Sometimes
the liStri represent what is required hy the curriculum and bear
little, if any, relationship to the financial resources available
for equipment purchase. Occasionally an education authority will
produce interim lists which are related to its resources at a
point in time and to which it is anticipated hat substantial
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addi t I h( mor( money is available. Sometimes,
teachers are encouraged as a matter of .iience teaching policy,
to use loeal material in experimental work and the students mav
make -e icat for eee)erimenre they have designed themselves. In

,e of biole, in particular, the collection of local mat-
erial way vary considerably from school to school, even in the
same distrlt due to the varvfne deerees of inthusiase of the
teachcre and studens. Le one school in norCe2re. india, for ex-
ample, the students found a dead camel the skeleton of which was,
after preparetion, mounted for study in the laboratory. This mav
be a somewhat extreme example of entnusiasm but it well illus-
trates the tic:lint that what is set down in the official lists of
e(1uipment And teachine aids is not necessarily all that will be
found in the 1ahorairv and incliraLe s the need for storage of un-
forseee

The best way of determining what is to be stored
fin_eine out what sort of storage problems are likely to be faced,
is to set nut all the issued equipment and to measure the volume
of space occupied, noting any items that by virtue of their shape
or other characteristics, require special types of storage
arrangements such as racks, drawers, shelving, hooks etc.

In a trial of the space requirements for the standard che-
mistry teaching equipment for Ceylon, for example, it was found
that 2.2-sq.m. of shelving was needed for all the items, tightly
packed. Sprefing the items out for convenience of selection and
handling suggested that some 12 su.m. of ehelving was a practi-
cal requirement.

In addition to enuipment, s orage space should also be pro-
vided for the many books and hogs that are brought into the lab-
oratory and which, when placed on the laboratory benches, reduce
the effective working space and create a hazard in respect of ex-
perimental work.

good general rule is that items which aee most commonly
used should be more easily accessible than those that are not.
This gives an obvious saving in both time and energy. The impli-
cations of this statement have been carefully studied with res-
pect to the Ceylon Science Equipment Lists and frequency of use
tables (as indicated by the teaching schemes) prepared in respect
of teacher demonstrations and student 'xperimental work. Table II
gives the 20 items most frequently used by the students in carry-
ing out the experiments recommended in the schemes.

3 0
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TABLE I THE 20 MOST COMMONLY USED ITEMS IN THE CEYLON SCIENCE
SCHEMES OF WORK FOR GRADES IX A X

(Figuae4 indicate the numbek o6 occasionh at which the di66eaent
itemo aae tip be u6ed.) Figukes within bkacketh indicate the max-
imum numbek6 olc the 4ame item needed at one occa6ion. The tacit

ayttabliA comtkubt6 396 peaiod6

Item Chemistry Physics Biology

------

Total

1. Test-tube 15 x 150ma 138 (20) _ _ 138(20)
2. Test-tube 25 x 150mm 38 (06) - 10 (03) 48(06)
3. Bunsen burner (Heat

source)
27 (02) 05 (01) 16 (01) 48(02)

. Holders test tube 33 (04) 10 (01) 43(04)

. Stands test tube 25 (02) - - 16 (01) 41(02)

6. Thermometers 06 - 1106 03 (01) 14 (02) 03 (04) 20(04)
7. Test tube 9 x 70mm 18 (04) - 18(04)
8. Beaker 250 mA 11 (01) 04 (02) 03 (02) 18(02)
9. Cork assorted 10 (06) - - 08 (02) 18(06)
10. Cork borer 16 (01) - _ - 16(01)
Ll. Hand-lens - - - 16 (06) 16(06)
12. Pins optical - 14 (04) - 14(04)
13. Rubber bungs assorted 12 (04) - - - - 12(04)
14. Cover glass 15cm x 15cm - 12 (02) 12(02)
15. Accumulator - - 11 (01) 11(01)
16. Glass slides 3" x 1" - - - [10 (06) 10(06)

17. Beaker 400 ml 02 (01) 03 (01) 04 (01) 09(01)
18. Stands-laboratory - 09 (01) - - 09(01)
19. Measuring cylinders

(Graduated)
05 (01) 03 (01) 08(01)

M. Glass tubing - 08 ( -) 08( -)

t wkh comtaim att item tikom the Ceyton tiAt
Science equipment pkepaked by AR1SBR by the Cukkicutum Vt-

ue1opee.vt Centke, MiniAtky ol5 Education, Ceyton.

In this case it might be convenient for the first five items
to be kept at the laboratory benches and the.rest of the items in
the list on shelving in the laboratory except for the last four
items, the use for which is so very infrequent that they would be
kept with even less frequently used items (not given in the table)
in the laboratory store.

3 4
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It may be wlrth mentioning at this stage that, in some coun-
tries of the Region, science equipment is issued to the teacher
and that he or she is personally and finanrially responsible for
its safe keeping. in such situations it is a matter of common
observation that the teacher is very reluctant to use the equip-
ment of all and oven more reluctant to let the students use it
for, if anything is broken, then a deduction may be made from
what is usually, in such circumstances,a very small salary. This
paper offers no solution for such situations, which can only be
resolved through appropriate administrative action and through
building design.

Assuming that the education ulthority has created an admi-
nistrative environment in which the teacher is both able and wil-
ling to make full use of all the equipment provided, then it will
be possible 1.0 store certain items of equipment in the laboratory
in the open and in a position where they can most conveniently be
used. The nature of the items to be stored in this way will be
determined from frequency of use tables. The location of the
items close to the students' benches can be arranged as follows:-

a) in fixed storage units against which the movable lab-
oratory benches can be placed in any desired posi-
tion. The storage unit could include services such
as water and drainage, gas and electricity. The
units would be carefully located so that they in no

obstruct the flexibility of the laboratory.
b) in m:bile storage units or trolleys which can be

m,,ved to any desi-ed point in the laboratory.

Both solutions are illustrated in the case studies that
follow.

Storage of the somewhat less frequently used items of equip-
ment in the laboratory is best arranged along the walls in cup-
boards or open sherves as appropriate and at the heights sugges-
ted earlier in this paper. The Ceylon equipment list contains
58 items which are used by the students less than twice a year

, and these, together with the equipment specially provided for
teacher demonstration, can be stored in a separate space which
may also incorporate facilities lor preparatory work by the
teacher prior to each lesson.

7) How to store

Earlier in this paper, suitable heights for convenience in
lifting items from shelves were discussed. Additional comments

22
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on special aspects of storage are given below:-

) Large bottles 1: which liquids are stored in bulk
before dispensing into more convenient smaller
bottles, should be stored at floor level and,
if they contain corrosive liquids, it would be

wise to pro,ride sand trays in which to stand

them.

b) Poisons, small and excepti nally expensive items
of equipment should be kept in lockable cup-

boards.
) As there is little uniformity in the vertical di-

mensions of much science equipment, all open
shelving should be adjustable for height. Lar-
ger items should be put on the lower shelves
and smaller items on the upper

d) A suitable length of 10cm. wide shelving 'for
small bottles will be found most useful whilst
the rest of the shelving should be 40 cm. wide.
The uppermost shelf in Figure 3 could con-

veniently be used for small bottle storage.
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CASC STUOIES

-c7.1.EliCE IN MALAYSIA

u-Z,1,0n

The laboratory will be used by Forms I-I1I, with

children of 13-15 years of age.

ii Number of pupils per class: 40-45.

iii) The syllabus indicates three types of practical
work:

P Small group or Individual work 63%

S "Station" method 1/ 3%

D = Demonstration Experiment 34%

The Science section, Ministry of Education, Malay-

sia, has indicated that the students will work
in pairs, but a group of up to four in number at
one bench is acceptable.

v) The use of visual aids is indicated in different

parts of syllabus.

vi) Water, bottled gas and electricity is available in
all schools.

vii) Water is used in about 25% of the experiments, the
use being somewhat infrequent. (In addition to

this, water will be needed for cleaning the

equipment). The "standard" Malaysian laboratory
has 14 sinks with running water.

The scheme of work indicate.., that heat is required
interrnitreiitly for about 30Z of the experiments.

Twenty four burners are included in the equip-

mert list which indicates that every pair of

pupils are provided with this item. The "stan-
dard" laboratory has 22 double-gas-outlets.

ix) Electricity is used heavily in the section of the
syllabus dealing with electricity. All sorts of

power sources are mentioned. Mains power, dry,

cells, batter es, etc. Mains power is only used

1/
txpeuma; _ 4ct teache4 and comp_ ed by dents.

3 4
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for de'onstrations and station work; dry cells
ore used in all other types of experiments re-
quiring electricity. Lccumulators are included
in 1i10 equipment list as optional items. The
"standard" drawinRs do not indicate any electri-
cal outlets.

Some parts f the syllabus, especially section 13
"support and -,ement" might need free floor
space for experimental work.

xi) The concrete building srructure shown in the draw-
ings and in which the laboratory is to be loca-
ted, has a span of 7.6m and a distance between
the columns of 3.0m.

xii A combined store and preparation room is attached
to the laboratory. Where two laboratories are

provided one storage/preparation room is shared
by the two laboratories. Cupboards and drawers
provided in the student benches are not normally
used either by the students or for storing.

2. The Pro o.lals

a) For ude work station

This should provide adequate space for pupils to
work individually, in parts and in groups of up
to four in number.

The be'_._._l_c1_21E2or7<to

Studies have been made in the Institute of the
reaching capacities of sitting and standing 14
year old pupils. An estimate of the space re-
quired for experiments on the worktop has also
been made. The outcome of this, together with
consideration of the group sizes mentioned above
is a hench top of plan dimensions 78.5 x 157 cm.
The bench surfaces available for the different
groups are shown in Figure 8. The best way for
working in pairs is probably that shown in Fig-
ure 8(b), but it is, of course, also possible to
work side by side as in Figure 8(c).

The he bench and chair.

The height of the worktable should be 76cm. This
is a convenient height for a standing. 14 year-
old pupil. For convenient sitting at this table
the measurements of the chair should be as indi-

cated in Figure 1.
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I PUPIL b. 2 PUPILS

DIFFERENT STUDENT GROUPINGS AT
WORK TOP 5' 24 2' 7" fig. 8
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d)

Detailed drawIrs of stools were not provided by
the Institut-2 as it waa-as,amed that a stool
with the measurements indicated ,in Figure I
would be avaiable on the Malaysian Market or
that ar existing design could easily he adapted.
It is important, h.owever, that the stool be made
in lipht metal as it should be easy to move. The
stool should be made without back as this is
more convenient for movement.

is important that enough knee space is provided
between the chair and the bench top. This means
that the traditional wooden bench construction
with a lengthwise support at the edges is un-_
desirable. Figure 9 shows a design for a bench
made of wood, the lower lengthwise batten of
which can function as a second foot-rest for the
pupils.

LABORATORY BENCH: SECTION SHOWING
FREE KNEE SPACE AND FOOT RAIL fig. 9
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3. ActI L

The laboratory should provide adequate accommodation for the
following activities:

a) Individual experiments ( 40 pupils
b) Work in pairs ( 20 pairs
c) Work in groups of four pupils ( 10 groups
d) Work in large groups of 8 to 10 pupils (4 to 5 groups)

gAoup ceeat4 ptoposed in syteaba6 but it
aisumed tlat o6 the expetimentz might tvil be eattied out

in taAgeA g-tOup.o. The gtoups sizes ate equatty convenient 6ot
discussions.)

Demonstraz

i) Some demonstrations need to provide a close
view for the students, who should thus be

ac .mmodated within quite a short distance
of the demonstration bench;

ii) During some demonstrations students will have
to take notes.

f Lectures

The pupils should be able to see and hear the
t_acher, see the chalkboard and take notes.

Films and slides.

The La 0

Two proposed layouts A and B are shown in Figure 10. Layout
A, is based on the standard Malaysian Laboratory unit (89 sq.m.
Laboratory B, is one bay smaller (67 sq.m.).

The furniture can be divided into four categories:

a) Fixed furn ture
b) Furniture to be moved occasionally
c) Furniture which can be moved easily
d) Miscellaneous.
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a) Fixed urnit e

i) The service units - The furniture that has to be

fixed is that containing services including wa-
ter, power, gAs and waste. Six service units

for the students and one for the teacher have

to be provided.
T e student's unit, (Figure 11) includes running

water outlets with a small sink and a gas out-

MOVABLE
SHELVES

plan elevation

STUDENTS SERVICE UNIT fig. lb a

4



66CM

,10 CM

::$5.11MIM

11

SINK

25CM

section

30.CM

.WV2eiVX.an:Mmk:,

25_ CM

STUDENTS SERVICE UNIT 11 b

let for every two students. It also includes
some open shelves for commonly used items such
as test tubes, beakers and the like.

Electrical outlets are not seem to be needed ac
cording to the syllabus, but if it is regarded
as desirable by the science teaching inspecto
rate, outlets could easily be included in the
service unit.

The teacher's unit is larger in size and includes
in addition to the services at the pupils' un
its, power outlets, lockable drawers and filing
cabinet. As the whole depth of the unit cannot
be utilized for the teacher's side, some shelves
for books and periodicals are provided, facing
the class. (Figures 12A and 12B)
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. CM.

16. CM_

50. CM.

S3. CM.

FIL

MOVABLE

SHELVES

90.CM.

TEACHER'S SERVICE UNIT fig. 12 El

iii,Storinment
Most of the storage for equipments should, it is

proposed, be located in the laboratory, where
it will be used. On the end wall of the labora-
tory is a wall uni,t with movable, open shelves,
This, because it is open, makes it possible to
effectively utilize the storage while, at the
same time, items can easily be checked. The top
shelf could be used for museum proposes. (Fig-
ure 13)
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It might however not be advisable to store some

equ .pment on opcn shelves (dust, fungus, accessi-

bility). Additional storage with lockable doors
is located under the benches at the entrance
wall. (Flures 14 and 10)

kz;

As the pupils might bring books and bags which will
not be used during the science lesson and which
might be a nuisance on the benches, a storage

unit for these items is proposed at the entrance
to the laboratory (Figures 10 and 15).

1.5 M.

30 CM-
11,

0 CM...*

olA d 500A.

elevation
SO CM.

section

BAG AND BOOK STORAGE UNIT
ccaziona:Ny fig. 15

Ze - the dosign of wh ch has already been dis-
cussed and illustrated in FiF,ures 9 and 10 will normally he loca-
ted at the service units as in Figure 10. It will be shown later
however, that on some occasions, a rearrangement could be useful.
The table which has no under bench storage, will be easy to mOve.
The table used by the teacher, it is proposed, should be ideOti-
cal to that used by the pupils. A bench height of 76 cm is pion-
venient for an adult for sitting work with a normal chair. For

standing work the heiobt is low for some experiments, but for
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others where the experiment is built up above the table surface
the height is more convenient. Furthermore, the top of the ser-
vice unit is 90cm above floor level which.is a convenient "stand-
ing heigh-u.

(7 ten and eas-' 'urni ture

The stooliJ, discussed earlier in Part I and mea-
surements of which are given in Figure 1, should
be easy to move round as the teaching methods
require. For this reason they must be light and
the material used should be light metal. A woo-
den chair might be too heavy but : wood is pre-
ferred a stool (without backrest) is recommend-
ed. An advantage with the backless stool is
that it can be completely stored under the bench
when not in use.

ii) in addition to the work tables,five smaller tables
on wheels are proposed (Figure 16). These can
be used as additional work surfaces for the stu-
dents as well as for the teacher. They can also
be used for transport of equipment and appara-
tus, and for experiments prepared before the
lesson in the store. Furthermore, they can be
used for standing experiments of long duration.'

scellaneous_

Chalkboard, chart rail - The whole wall length behind the
teacher should be used for a chalkboetd. Its vertical location
should be from about l.8m above floor level to about 76cm above
floor level. It is also uaeful to paint doors as chalkboards.
This extends the possibility of informal lecture and discussions
between the teacher and individual or groups. A chart rail
should be fixed along the t-p of the chalkboard.

Laboratory "A" 89 so.m. (Fiqure 10)

The room is divided into two parts, one mainly for demons-
trations and one mainly for experiments.

The free area around the demonstration table can easily
accommodate 45 students on chairs. This part of the laboratory
can be used for demonstrations, lectures and for films or-slide
projections.
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_le part of the laboratory
set aside for practical work
accommodates 36 students with
four at each table. To place
five at each table is possible
but a little less convenient.
The laboratory however could
then take 45 students. Another
way to extend the haste number
of 36 students is to locate
three of the movable tables
(with wk.!els) in between the
basic tables. rovidin g 42 stu-
dent places.

,

The .xperimentaL area in

this laboratc,rv is identical
with that of laboratory "A"
which gives accommodation for
up to 45 students. The demon-
stration
smaller.
modating
tratious

aren however, is much
Three ways of accom-
students for demons-

are suggested:

('/:on 6:tu.iew-r ,wea' to

- The distance fron
Oe teacher to the furthe-
table is short and the students
can use the work tables for
note taking (see FiF,,ure 17).

=!1,) W-Ixn z%tavntc neea to
:21oee to demonetra tc to ,3,==e

dqtail;i - This will be required
occasionally and mostly only
for short sequences of the de-
monstrations. At these occa-
sions the studet..tS_can follow
the sequence simply by standing
around the demonstration table.
It is recommended here in order
to avoid overcrowding, to di-
vide the class into Parts (20
to 22 pupils each).

5 0
40

tZl V-

DEMONSTRATION WITH PUPILS
TAKING NOTES AT THE WORK-
BENCHES.

DISCUSSIONS DEMONSTRATIO

WORKING IN LARGE GROUPS

ALTERNATIVE FURNITURE
ARRANGEMENTS IN
SMALLER LABORATORY

fig. 17



i,:) W7z r ro in (0 and fi lzwe to I-) fti ii Z ed at

tho scvv, tl,.,, - At these occasions it is suggested to rearrange
tho furniture as is shown in Figure 17(b). In Figure 17(c) the

furniture is arranged for students woring in large groups.

tt -

Figure 13 shows one evident advantage of design A, rhe

larger laboratory, over desin B. If the method of teachin

changes during one period from demonstratien t; student vor and

finally to a recap. ation by the teacher yhich includes a gen-

eral discusE:on, ii. wi ll be far easier to effect the changes in
student positions in the large laborator At th- end of an ex-

periment, the tudents laboratory 1uches will be covered with

equivent ailLi thus if there is enough space provided they can

take their chairs to the discussion area for the concluding sec-

tion of the lesson. If there is sufficient money for two sets of

chajrs or 9tools, then one set can remain ,in the experimental
area and thu other in the discussion area so that all the student
have to do is to MOve from one place to the other.

The se. Ind advantage of the larger space nrnvided by the "A"
type laboratory is that the demonstration area can also be used,
if necessary, for special experiments that require extra space.

The main advantage of the smaller laboratory is, of course,

_ lower cost. A choice mieht be made between the larger labo-
ratory a preparation room or a smaller laboratory with

one, in situations where funds are short.

1,1_m

Figure 18 illustrates a simple preparation room. Much of
the furniture is similar in design to that proposed for the main
laboratory. The furniture should not be fixed in order to pre-
serve the maximum flexibility. A preparation room may serve not

only its main purpose which is preparation and storage but also
as a _mporary dark room, a place for able studenti to work in,
and so on.
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D - A NULTI-PVC2,E LAIORrITORY F917 LOW N' LE
AACHINI3 IN CEYLON SCHOOLS

Backirnund

The present curriculum for science in Grades IX and X in
Ceylon schools is as follows:

IX X

PHYSICS 5 6

CHEMISTRY 5 6

BIOLOGY _5_ 6

15 18

For each subject and each grade, detailed schemes of work
are _ available in much the same way as they are for the integrated
Science curriculum in Malaysia. Analysis of these schemes shows
a substantial proportion of practical work that requires labora-
tory facilities for its implementation.

Although the Ministry of Education is building new labora-
tories for schools that do not have any, the overall shortage is
such that in many schools it is not possible to give the students
more than two periods per week in the laboratories. As a pro-
gramme of laboratory construction to improve this situation will
take many years to carry out, and, as at present a high percent-
age of science teaching is done in the classroom, it would seem
sensible to examine ways in which classrooms can be converted to
laboratory use. The Ceylon standard school building fortunately
lends itself very well to this approach. The standard school
comprises a long, twenty feet wide hall without division between
teaching groups as is shown in Figure 19. The children sit in

ETMOVABLE SERVCE UNITS

PLAN OF TYPICAL CEYLON, SINGLE STOREY
HALL TYPE BUILDING fig. 19.
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normal -roup-nf--° and the mala difference between this type
of huiidng nd moro conventional sch ois is that there are no
internal division 1- ',tween rfinsse,

el well ti t blIt Is not secure as there
are n'=, viadows. lhm . gidos in fact provide for
thermal comfort ln rural aretv-, there is rarely piped water,
gas or ele:Jricity. What is needed is thus a unit from which can
be pranced at very short notice and somewhat in the manner that

conjurer prances a rabit from a hat,a full laboratory facility.
The facility r,Ist be such that it can be put back in the "hat" at
much the same speed ag it was taken out. The unit must be water
proof and secure from theft. It will be an'added advantage if
the niL i eacily movable so that,from year to year, its posi-

t-fln in the hall can be adjusted depending on the enrolment of
students in the classes on either side of it. The solution to
the orolem is indicated in outlii!le in Figure 20 which also shows
ho th2 unit cui e :.7.cated in various positions depending on the
sizcs.

Thz general way in which the proposal outlined in Figure. 20

Opcatu :s as follows: Inside the unit are simple trolleys on
which water, plastic sink, spirit lamp and essential equipment as
sup;:e3told by Lw2 frequency of use table ere stored. At the start
of eac -,,cence lesson, the teacher unlocks the store and four

students rake out one trolley each which they 'locate between a

pair of tobles. Such other materials as are then needed are also
drawn from the locked stoiro and the lesson commences. At the end

of the nerlod, the trolleys and materials are wheeled back into
the storo d the rwxt tosson wh4rb migh be history or geography

commences. Alicrnativoly, the spaces on either side of the store
can be for teachinf3. ,Rlate_V shows a normal

class in sor%Ion fo a uegraphy leson :md Plate Vi shows the
same cluL., ten miuntw latei, study ing science.

Tbe storage wlit will include all items except chairs and

w rktables, which ould normally be kept in the open hall. Some

project work, such as the grow:ng of plants, could also be kept
in the hall. For the transport equipment and apparatus between
the ,F-.torage unit and the student's and teather's work stations
there are a aumher of movable :-emice units each with the items

needed for t r. laeson. For chemistry lessons, ior example, the
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ay.

Plate 5 Class studying geography in a Ceylon, hall type school.

Plate 6 Ten minutes later, the same class studying science in the same space.
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.

Plate 7 Movable service unit is being taken out or movable storage unit for science lesson.
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OPEN HALL LABORATORY
General Solution

II

LOCKABLE STORE

AO SID° NTS 2oSTurENis

(EO'JIPMEN1

MOVABLE SE VICE

LINCTS SPACE FOR

DARK ROOM WORK

AND PROJECTS)

OPEN HALL LABORATORY
Alternative positions of storage Unit

depending on class size fig. 20
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units might be loaded ith aspirators and sinkb, kerosene stoves,

beakers, test tubes and chemicals; for a physics lesson they
would carry accumulators, electrical fittings, meters etc.

A small number of students could work in the storage u it
made into a dark room. This may assist in optical experiments in
the physics syllabus. Furthermore, some project work, which needs
more than one period to be carried out, could be kept in this

storage unit.

TABLE

FOR

OPTICAL

EMS
ETC.--

MOBILE
SERvICE

UNaS
STORED
WHEN
NCT N
USE

2m PIN uF

5 8
48
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The storage unit is shown in Figure 21 and Plate VII and the
movable service unit in Figure 22 and Plate VIT.

75 CM

MOVABLE SERVICE UNIT fig. 22
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The 'ta

The wurk station will provide convenient worKing areas for
different activities and group sizes. Figure 23 -shows how the
proposed work top relates to Ulu -eaching capacities of the
students.

comfortable reaching

1 0 cm.

maximum reaching
sittin
stan ing

PUPILS REACHING OVER TABLE 75 X150 cm.
figure. 23
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Combinations of this work top in re1atio_
viti-s is shown in Figures 24A -nd 24B.

practical work
40 students in groups o

o

00

e1evant acti-

FURNITURE LAYOUTS FOR
DIFFERENT ACTIVITIES fia 24 A
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The work table should be easy to move around, and at the

ame ttm, should be rigid. Furthermore, the table should pro-
vide adequate knee-space for the pupils (see Figure 1).

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0
0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0

microscope work 20 pupi6
group work 16 pupils

[--1 MOVABLE SERVICE uNas

0 0 10
0 0 0
0 0 0

lectures ( demonstrations )
36 pupils
FURNITURE LAY-OUTS FOR
DIFF E RENT ACTIVITIES fig. 24 B
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Concluszon

Whilst the field trial of the laboratory, described above,
the Malaysian situation will not commence until later in 1970

(although working drawings have already been prepared by the
Public Works Department of the Government of Malaysia ) the field
trial of the science laboratory in the Ceylon situation has now
been in progre*ss for three or four months and sufficient confi-
dence in the validity of the design has been established. The
Ministry of Education, Ceylon has now decided to install the lab-
oratory in a further hundred Ceylon Secondary Schools by the end
of 1970. Opportunity has been taken in studying the Ceylon labo-
ratory in use to make minor modifications to some details of con-
struction, but, by and large, the hundred laboratories yet to be
built will substantially follow the original design. The cost of
the laboratory and the furniture in the Ceylon situation is
approximately one seventeenth of that of the normal conventional
laboratory. The unit is, of course, much more flexible. Further
reports on the performance of the designs described in both of
the case studies above will be published, from time to time, by
the Institute in its periodical "Technical Notes".

TF/..
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